Anonymous,

I need to let Anonymous know that this is how the US government does things now – they use stealth mind reading tech on everyone illegally, your aren’t anonymous to them – no one is. They steal passwords, accounts, “intellectual property” as they call your thoughts, they monitor you as they feed you information they now you’ll take, they arrange buddies, escorts, control you, they know who you are and what your do, past and future plans. They pretend to let you get away with things, they pretend you’re not their tool – they set people up, intelligently, society is under full control of this secret force, the US military-industrial complex, the CIA, and US police and intelligence forces, they control everything and they’re corrupt. This is only the beginning. They could seize full control if they wanted, every citizen, every service, private and public. Your private living spaces aren’t private – think FBI spying on your girlfriend while she masturbates type shit. They know your very dirty thought and impulse how sick we are in private, in our thoughts. Man, I have seen their recordings and how well mapped human behavior, concepts and identities are in their software. They are twisted how they see us.

Our goal as Anonymous should be to uncover and stop this. We should not risk anyone else becoming a target, or torture victim. The US is purely out of control, drones, spies, satellites and ground receivers to record and control us all.

Let me briefly describe how two forms of widely spread spy technology likely could function – ground based synthetic telepathy and remove nerve impulse and brain monitors use forms of long-range EEG – let me describe how the brain produces electrical emissions called bioelectromagnetic energy each neuron fires off an electric charge with precise current varying depending on which signal to send to adjacent neurons, manipulating and coaxing neurotransmitters into adjacent receptor sights. Many billions of neurons each do this and create a large electro-magnetic field, which can be read with small antennas like any other type of electromagnetic, or radio signal. The trick to getting the signal from a person’s brain is really in the resolution of the signal – you need to use many sensors, possibly thousands or more in a small space. Think of it like multi input, multi output antenna arrays, or the human ear – the human ear has thousands of hairs which send individual signals into the brain – the brain, like a computer, can use timing to determine which direction a wave was traveling from. It triangulates the signals you hear from multiple directions and multiple sources – MIMO antenna arrays do the same, and function like EEG sensors. They can detect individual radio signals from human nerves and other sources, creating 3D maps of signals and sending this information into a computer. Here, the computer quickly decompiles the signals, combining them into computer interpretable bits and bytes, usually those also readable by humans. They emulate human brain functions in software in order to help them sort information, they can observe vitals, signals to your body, impulses to move, breathe, how you feel, pain, itch, pleasure, what you see, hear, think, internal monologue, past memory, working memory, subconscious and conscious, associated memory and impulses that create your perception or are used from our past or current functional processes – computers can track dreams, phone conversations, math operations. It separates and knows how and why you are doing something, it tracks you over time and stores logs and memory, junction points into people’s minds. But, within seconds, it can pull this from your mind on its own.

Satellite version exist – each pixel is like a separate antenna, and spy satellites can detect a wide array of radio frequencies, down into the low Hz as used by the brain.
Why will one antenna not work? It’s like a picture with one pixel, more antennas create higher resolution photonic “picture”, separate signals from one another. Beam forming type signal isolation can be used.

Computers are also capable of mitigating data between people allowing mind to computer to mind, mind to computer, and computer to mind thought broadcasts and signals to be sent. Apparently, according to Wikipedia, brain computer interface article, nerves and brain tissue act like wires and antennas do, as the brain in your body responds to remote photonic signals, allowing remote control and treating radio and electromagnetic energy like it came from an adjacent neuron – microwaves unlike wires, can be sued to broadcast precise signals into a person’s brain, effecting only targeted neurons and areas of the brain. Whereas a single wire implant will not do much but jam and stimulate all neurons it’s inserted into, many thousands of microwaves can target individual parts of a person’s mind or body, and act like precise probes – allowing, per US Air Force spec for Voice to Skull – pulse-modulated microwaves to broadcast computer generated noise and sound into an animal or human’s brain. This was invented in 1992, modern versions of this type of weapon control motor activation, sight, smell, feeling and all impulses, to and from the brain. This merely allows you to be remotely controlled every way possible, cops to secretly communicate, or for citizens or targets to be tortured.

Energy is used on both your nerves and brain, your body and environment – they can also do things to your body, eyes and ears to make you see impressions, hear sound, heat, chill, push, pull your atoms and cells, then your body. Simulate sensations. Microwave resonance creates light and noise or disturbs/objects in your environment.

The CIA has control of Lane County Jail. I seem to notice how easy this works. People all over town and in the state act like it’s the government’s best kept secret, and they use it effortlessly. Based on how easy I’ve seen it done, they cops and FBI use it daily to help them scan and observe large plains of land perhaps thousands of people, entire cities. They do target situations to get better intelligence, come to your door, observing every thought and movement, seriously getting a live feed of your thought, if they have this and want to – they call this secure link Remote View and Silent Talk. The computer automatically tracks your thought and the police know then and how something is relevant, when an officer needs intelligence or info passed to him, it responds to people’s thoughts perfectly.

I believe we’re all Elmos and clueless to how he US controls us – no one ever takes interest or stands up just the way they like it. They’re far more organized and intelligent then they seem, and they’re under no obligation to tell you how they really operate, or found Osama Bin Laden.

The President does acknowledge that, it would violate national security if they told us how they interpreted the US Patriot Act, and parts of it are classified, we cannot read. I believe they think they can do what they want as long as they don’t disclose it, and act covertly, including full neuro monitoring and targeting of citizens, especially those deemed a threat to the White House, terrorists activists, whoever, may be a la COINTELPRO – how the President had the FBI poison, spy on and set citizen enemies up.

The NSA also treats us like illegal activity on their part is okay, as long as they don’t disclose it. “It would violate your privacy if we told you how we monitored you” – just open up nsa.pdf to find out.

Also, outside the US, I believe the CIA and military use this all over. Secretly spying on Iran, government leaders, and they will kill or attack anyone who gets in their way. Those Guantanamo Bay prisoners also have no secrets – the ACLU id a FOIA request to ask if they’d been forced to do nonconsensual FMRI lie
detectors and brain scans, but of course not – the technology is merely used secretly and thus no record has to be disclosed, an FMRI is so antiquated to these guys. CIA says, “torture is for armatures.”

Want to know more? Read mindjustice.org. Guide to CIA no touch mind torture also available. I hoe Anonymous takes note.